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LEARNING TO LOVE YOUR PLAYING 

All right so that was a bit of a strange way or different way, a different way to start this video 

off. And just so you know that was completely a first take. I just took a couple seconds trying to 

get in my space wasn’t warmed up at all. Just sat down I said, 'you know let's just see what 

comes out'. It's kind of what I want to talk about you know. And there were mistakes. I didn’t hit 

the right sound and there were other things that happened there but you know what overall, I’m 

really happy with that because that was what I was feeling at the time and was what came out. 

There was a time in my life when I would never record something like that. I mean I had all this 

pressure that I had to be good and I was practicing and playing from this space of fear. I don't 

like doing that anymore. It's not what I’m about and you know the YouTube generation, and 

God bless you, but there needs to be a protection. Josh Waitzkin talks about it. I refer to him a 

lot but he's just a, he's an excellent resource if you're looking to get some information on 

learning and those kinds of things. He's an excellent resource and he talks about protecting the 

practice time. Protecting your ideas as you're developing them. What we need to learn to do, 

and it's hard because we're so accustomed to being in a performance driven society, we need 

to learn to love our playing. So, there was a time in my life when I would have told you, I would 

never do something like that. Ever. Just sit down un-warmed up and just start playing? Oh my 

goodness, what if I make a mistake? What if it's not in time? 

You know what? These days I’m so much and in the way of just the way to improve is to keep 

yourself in that zone. In that soft zone. And you have to accept yourself as a player. You have 

to accept who you are. The thing that holds a lot of our practice time back is we practice from 

a place of fear we practice from this place that we're never going to be good enough. Our 

playing is never going to improve enough. There's way too much and not enough time so we 

move on from these things that we have half learned. We move on to something else because 

there's too much material out there and we have this fear of not being good enough. Good 

enough for what? What when you were learning to speak did you have this fear of not being 

good enough? No. You were just learning a language. When you were learning to read did you 

have a fear of not being as good as the others? Not until somebody put that there. Not until a 

teacher started saying you're not keeping up, you're not good. You know they made my son, 

he didn't get a really good start in reading. Now he reads great. But he went in testing at the 

bottom of his class. He was a very smart bright kid but he just didn't have a teacher that gave 

him a good foundation to start from and we missed it. We didn't know. We don't miss those 
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mistakes anymore. He went in and he thought his reading was fine. It wasn't until somebody 

told him 'oh no, you're reading is bad' that he had this complex. They start getting freaked out 

and I noticed it in him. He was having the same thing that was happening with me with my 

practice. It's like I was scared I wasn't good enough. I thought I was not learning fast enough. 

Where does that come from?  

What we need to learn to do is we need to learn to accept who we are and we need to surrender 

our need to always sound good. Because when you're practicing I’m telling you if you sound 

good when you're practicing you're not practicing. You're just playing. You need to sound bad 

and you need to accept that you're sounding bad. It's just a work in progress. You need to 

accept the sounds that are coming out you need to not let your whole life, you know we tie our 

self-esteem to our playing as musicians so I’m only as good as the last time i sat down and 

played. And I did this in college. Guys this was a constant struggle for me I wish I would have 

begun doing this before now. You're only as good as your last gig. You're only as good as your 

last practice session. So, I left that practice session we want to talk about the practice ripple 

effect and how getting your practice time in order and getting some of these things understood 

will change the rest of your life. I would go home and I would start having fights with Kelli as my 

wife or with other people. Because I’m unhappy. Because I attached my self worth to this 

inanimate thing of playing which is completely crazy because when we got into playing in the 

first place it was because we loved it. We wanted to do that. We wanted to create a sound. The 

first musician wasn't worrying about how many albums he could sell or what, you know, the 

caveman down the way thought about his playing. All they were worried about was 

communicating their view of the world through their instrument. That's what they were 

concerned about. So, we have this need to always sound good. And social media doesn't help 

it, doesn't help at all. That's why I tell you stay away from it as much as you can. Go to the 

bonus section and watch the video why social media is killing your mojo. 

It doesn't help because you can get on Instagram and you have this guy or this girl. They made 

this fifteen second clip and it's perfect. They're amazing for fifteen seconds but you don't see 

how long they practiced for that one stupid fifteen second clip I want to tell you something else 

the people that are running these fifteen second clip accounts or whatever it is, and I’m not 

gosh I’m not downing anyone, but if your practice time is spent every day trying to practice a 

new lick just to get it clean enough to put it on social media your playing will never grow beyond 

infancy. Ever. Because all you're doing is growing a spur of grass and then cutting it. Growing 
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and cutting it and you're never going to get this plant into a full-grown plant. You know that's 

like a having a tree and 'oh, I got to cut that, cut that'. We're never going to get a full-grown tree 

if we do that. 

Ok so we need to surrender our need to always sound good. We need to not play from a place 

of fear. We need to play from a place of loving our playing and ourselves enough to say 'you 

know what? I am not my playing. I’m separate from my playing. My playing is a work in progress 

and you know what? Where I am right now, I’m ok with that. I’m ok that I can't do that I’m ok 

that that person's playing that and I can't play that'. 

You need to focus on the things that you practice and loving those thing as in digging deep into 

those things and staying in your practice space. That is what's going to bring your voice out. 

The only way you'll bring your voice out is by loving your voice. 

Listen to Coltrane. Listen to Miles. Listen to Elvin Jones. Listen Art Blakey. They play the same 

lines. Transcribe them. That's why I encourage my students to transcribe stuff. You'll find that 

they play the same stuff. It's just how they juxtapose it against itself. It's how they put those 

things together. But they had the same ideas. But they are considered these geniuses. It's how 

you play it.  

Miles Davis every time he played a note he thought that was the baddest note he had ever 

played and if you didn't think so he would put you in your place. He was serious about it. That's 

the baddest thing that's ever been played. Eve. Bad in the sense of good. He really believed 

that and it comes through in his playing. Watch Miles Davis step up to a microphone. He takes 

a second it's almost like he's composing...what we talked about, that inner space. Getting in 

that soft zone. 

He sits there for a second and then he puts his trumpet to his lips and then he'll play. It's just 

two notes and then he'll put the horn down. We talk about putting your sticks down. Now watch 

these professionals do this. They'll sit there for a second and then they play something and 

then they'll stop and then they'll go back into the space and let the band play for a second. 

They're not just doing that for effect. I mean it does affect the music, but they're doing that 

because they need to get back to that space and figure out what needs to be said next. 

They need to let that come through. 
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Ok we need to get in our head there are no wrong notes. I had a teacher that told me this in 

college and I thought it was crazy at the time. He said there are no wrong notes there are just 

wrong resolutions. So, if you view that there are no wrong notes for instance and that intro clip 

i hit a rim like maybe a couple times. I might go to hit a rim, I heard that. You know I didn't think 

those were wrong notes. Sometimes I’ve gone through solos and I’ve hit a rim and I brought 

that back and I would do a run back up the drums and I come back and hit another rim. I go I 

guess that's just what wanted to come out. Let's make that sound good. Let's make that sound 

intentional. Let's use the rims now. Let's just say that was just a part of me bringing the rims 

into the solo, ok? 

But we can't do that if we're playing from a place of fear. 'Oh my gosh that wasn’t good! I hit a 

rim!'. If you're playing from that place you're never going to be able to recover from that because 

you're always be thinking about that rim that you hit. 

I was watching buddy Rich play a solo the other day. He's just a master. But he's going through 

it and he did something I didn't like. It's the first time Buddy Rich did something I didn't like. He 

hit a rim and he stopped the solo and he yelled a curse word and then went back into it. And I 

thought, he just lost me there. Why would you do that? Why would you be so...why would you 

be...and I’m not, gosh Buddy Rich is a legend guys. But that's just one instance. They're not 

even perfect. They're not perfect...and in that second he was tied to that and that messed him 

up and he was mad about it. We have got to get past that. Why not instead use the rims? That 

was just part of the solo. 

If you're loving your sound you're not going to do that. You're not going to scream at yourself. 

You're going to accept 'ok that happened let's deal with it let's roll with it'. It's how you recover 

from that wrong note. When Thelonius Monk said...it's funny because we look at twentieth 

century music now and if you look at twentieth century music based upon, you know music 

from the seventeenth century and it's...there's so many wrong notes! It's so bad but it's not. It's 

not. It has to do with that the composer wrote those notes and then handed the orchestra that 

and said, 'this is a piece of music'. And they may be saying like 'that's weird' but then they look 

back and they go 'well he wrote it that way so it must be right'. When Thelonius Monk sat down 

at the piano and played and you're like wow those are some out there notes. Monk didn't think 

so. What did the audience do? 'Oh, Monk doesn't think they're out there'. That's music and 

that's how we move forward. 
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It's not that all of the sudden it's right. It's the person playing that song who was so confident 

about it being right that they convince the listeners it's a right. You know I could sit down and 

play out of time and play all this and as long as I felt that was right and I was playing confidently 

you would go 'you know I don't care I see some things'. You can convince the listener that what 

you are doing is right and by doing that that's your voice. 

Now obviously there's bad and good and you need to know certain things. You need to have 

good timing and rhythm and melody but if you're doing all those things there comes a time 

when you have to accept your playing. 

I’ll kind of wind this up with, you know it's like when we're, it's like when we're talking. I'll wind 

up with this topic of surrendering your need to sound good. 

When we're speaking you're not always thinking about how good you are sounding, are you? 

if you did that...my son said, he said the other day, I hate the sound of my own voice. I hate the 

sound. And I'm like, yeah you know who else used to hate the sound of their own voice? He's 

like who? I’m like your dad. 

I had to record my voice all the time. I hated it. I hated the sound of it. But one day I said you 

know, this is ridiculous. I started having people come on videos and go 'you know what your 

voice is pretty good. You should do radio work'. I’m like ok. I sound stupid. Then I go you know 

what, that’s your voice. Why am I sounding stupid? We don't always think about did what we 

say sound good. Did what we say, does it come out just right? We would think people were 

conceited if they did that right? No, we improvise one hundred percent of the time when we're 

talking when we're having a conversation with somebody about a topic you didn't plan guess 

what you're doing? You're improvising just like you do with music. So why when it comes to 

music are we all the sudden obsessed with sounding good. That's our only obsession. We're 

not obsessed with music, we're not obsessed with emotion, with technique. We're obsessed 

with sounding good. That's the only thing that matters and if that's the only thing that matters 

you will always practice from a place of fear. You will always link you're playing to your self-

esteem and you will never get over that hurdle. Your practice time will never be what it could 

be. 
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Ok we have to get past fear based playing. We have to surrender our need to sound good and 

we need to understand that there are no wrong notes. We need to have a love for our playing. 

Yes, practice hard. Yes, learn new things. Yes, work on your timing and your groove. 

But in the end, at the end of the day when you're going through your cool down you're going 

through that, we'll talk about that later, I want you to continually say to yourself I’m in the flow I 

feel like this sounds good that's my voice. That's what I do. You need to accept who you are as 

a player. If you want a good resource for really and it's helped, it helped me years ago and it 

and it's helped a lot of my students break through some real mental stuff. I call it crap. Just 

scrap. Its crap. It's junk. "Effortless Mastery" by Kenny Werner. And if you don't want to buy it 

then go look up some of his sessions on YouTube of his clinics about how to begin to transform 

the way you think about your playing and one day maybe you'll be able to put yourself out in 

front of thousands of people and just play on something like I just did. Because I literally just 

said now without being warmed up...and my twelve-year-old self I was like 'oh my gosh look at 

what I just did'. But you know what that's what happened in the moment. That's what wanted 

to come out and I’m ok with it you know. It sounded fine. 

Ok that's where we need to get I’m not I’m not obsessed with sounding good. I’m not obsessed 

with impressing you. I you know I love that you like it to a point. I need people to like what I’m 

doing for sales but that's not my overall driving thing to me. Accepting myself as a player. 

Honing my skills. Working on my skills as a teacher and drummer. That's what's going to bring 

students. Not my obsessive need to sound good. That's just going mean I’m always attached 

to how good I played the last time I sat down but this is a big issue. 

If there's a big issue for you put it in the comment section below 'just so you know what I’m 

dealing with right now'.  Or you know and maybe put some things you've done to deal with the 

past or maybe put sometimes when it's been really bad just let's start a discussion about this 

because it's something we don't talk about. But this is something that every musician deals with 

and whether you admit it or not it is deeply ingrained in you. We need to learn to accept our 

playing and to love ourselves for who we are as players and by doing that you're going to love 

the audience and the audience is going to love you back because you are laying yourself on 

the line. It's what all the greats have done.  

I’m reading your comments. If you've got any questions put those in there and keep trucking 

along. You should check out the bonus section on my top three tips you know you're going to 
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get those i just was like you know what i just i like over delivery I’m kind of big on over to so i 

just made this surprise you know I’m like you know what is that and that's my three tips for 

avoiding burnout and then it's why social media is killing your mojo those are both attached to 

the section so go practice. Love your playing. You're a good player and you just need to accept 

that. 

 


